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 Vocabulary 

 

A. Fill in the blanks with the following words. (There's one extra word). 

                               

(endangered -  learners - imagine -  international – valuable -  beginning -  native  - die -  

speakers - percent – communication -  respect -  nearly) 

Interestingly, English has fewer ……….…..………… speakers than Chinese, but there are about 

one billion ….……………….……… of English all around the world. They learn English as an 

…………………… language. 

About fifty ………………………… of the world’s languages have fewer than 5000 speakers. In 

the ………………….…….. of the twenty-first century, 204 languages had fewer than 10 

speakers and 344 languages had between 10 and 99 speakers. The 548 languages with fewer 

than 99 speakers make up ………….……………. 8 percent of the world’s languages. We call 

them ‘……………………………. languages’. As the speakers of such languages grow old 

and…………………….…… , their languages will die, too. 

All languages are really………………………, despite their differences. Every language is an 

amazing means of …………………… that meets the needs of its own speakers. It is impossible 

to ……………….…… the world without language. Therefore, we should …………………….…… 

all languages, no matter how different they are and how many speakers they have. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

B .  Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is 

one extra item in column (B). (2) 

              A                                                                      B                     
_______________                       _______________________________________ 

1_society:     (      )                       a. without taking any notice of. 
 2_ despite:   (      )                          b. to form a thing, amount or number. 
3_vary:        (      )                       c. the physical or mental power or skill to do something. 

4_make up:  (      )                       d. to be different from each other. 

                                                     e. a large group of people who live together. 
 

C .Fill in the blanks based on your  book  . (The first letter is given)  

1. Mazandaran is one of the best farming r ………………………….. of Iran. 

2. Does water really e…………………………..  on Mars? 

3. Find a synonym for ‘largely’ g ……………………………….. 

4. Dictionary prices  r …………………………….. from $5 to $1 
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D.write an antonym for each word.  

     1_small ≠………………………. 2_different………………….. 

     3_strong ≠………………………                          4_ spoken…………………… 

   5_ beginning ………………….. .                         6_fortunately ……………….. 

       

 
 

E. write an antonym for each word.  

 

     1_ seek =………………………. 2_popular=………………….. 

     3_ amazing =…………………                             4_ imagine =…………………… 

   5_ skill = ……………………....                            6_largely = ……………….. 

 
 
 
 F.write a word of you own  word. ( 
 
 
    1_how much does a  ...................... of chocolate cost? 
 
    2_We have finished a rice.we should buy a ........................... of it. 
 
   3_what is the role of the university in the modern ......................? 
 
  4_I know a lot of languages,but. .......................is Persian and we always speak Persian at home. 
 
 
 
 
G.Odd one out.  
 
 

a_French                    b_Russian                       c_language                     d_English 
 

a_space                     b_continent                       c_region                         d_country 
 

a_institute                  b_university                       c_college                       d_parking 
 

a_loaf                         b_pack                              c_item                            d_age 

Good Luck! 
Samira Mehdipour 


